
Precision ageing and cooperage
Pioneering work system to manage 

 the barrel park in a unique way



After the long experience of Alejandro Simó at French coo-
perages and after having co-founded a cooperage in Rioja, he 
carries out a unique process of barrel management. He regu-
larly travels to the forests of Bertranges and Vosges. And 
is there where he selects, together with the technicians of the 
NOF (National Office of Forests), oak trees while they are still 
standing (Haut Futaie) until they become transformed into 
staves (barrel table) in specialized sawmills. After this meti-
culous process these lots of wood, selected at their ori-
gin, are dried and cured in the existing drying parks for 
this delicate operation. Finally, after three years of com-
plex process, the barrel is built.

Pioneering management model



After 200 years, the tree is felled to begin the construction process of 
the barrels of Bodegas Luis Alegre. At the forest we select pieces of that 
age, that are surrounded by a balance equilibrium (other trees nearby) that 
encourages its slow growth and that are free of branches in its first term (for 
cooperage). 

We always choose the forest of Bertranges (high aromatic finesse, 
low tannins and non-invasive) and Vosges (great tannic structu-
re) depending on the wines we seek to elaborate. However, from the last 
5-6 years on we have preferred to choose the forest of Bertranges for its 
maximum respect to the fruit that favors the wines. In this way, we are 
able to bring the aromas and tastes of our vineyards and terroirs 
to the bottle and wine glasses.

Tree felling



The felled pieces are moved to the stavemill where through a spectacular 
and detailed process are transformed into staves (board that forms the 
barrel). The trunk is divided into three thirds (low, medium and high). 
The lower third is assigned for barrel crafting. A longitudinal  piece is cut 
and planks of one meter long are removed. At this stage we can already 
see the growth that the tree has had throughout its 200 years and there-
fore its aromatic capacity potential. See pictures.

Stavemill



This is one of the key points from 
the technical point of view of 
this long process. The wood that 
has been recently felled, is overly 
wet (80%) and this humidity needs 
to be lowered to a 15% in order to 
be sawed. In order to do so, we ca-
rry it to a drying park, especially 
palletized so that air flows are ge-
nerated, the staves stay there for 
24-36 months. This stacking, as we 
can see, allows the air run in a uni-
form way drying equally all the 
staves so all of them offer the 
same organoleptic characte-
ristics. This way, we achieve simi-
lar barrels.

DRYING THE WOOD



In addition to the drying, during this exposure outdoors, ano-
ther even more interesting process, takes place: The curing of 
the oak. Apart from the excess moisture, the wood brings an 
excess of tannicity and bitterness from the forest, but as it stays 
drying for 24-36 months they get reduced, leaving the wood 
tuned and “sweet”. The processes that provoke this are funda-
mentally two: 

1. Leaching (washing) by rainwater and appl-
ying water irrigation that “drags” tannins. 
2. Reproduction of fungal flora (molds) who 
“likes” the HdC of oak and at the same time it 
feeds on tannins. 

In these two processes aromatic molecules of the oak are in-
creased like vanilla, coconut (lactone), eugenol and furfural.

CURING THE WOOD



Toasting is the process by which 
the aromatic profiles from the 
barrel are generated.

Once we have created aromatic molecu-
les during the previous stage (curing) we 
need to empower and optimize them. 
We differentiate the toasts between li-
ght, medium, medium plus and strong 
(advised only in small proportions of a 
coupage).

The temperatures, depending on that 
classification, ranges from 130 to 215 
degrees with timing between 40 minu-
tes and 1 hour.

TOASTING OF THE BARREL

Toasting stoves  
are always fed with 

 wasting of each oak.



We get the following characteristics from French oak:

Aromatic families:

In light toast (130-150 degrees) we will get the family of the 
lactones with bakery nuances, pastry cream, cream, brioche... 
If we approach the medium plus toast, these firsts aromas start 
to disappear because of the pyrolysis (organic matter degrada-
tion by fire action) to make way to the family of phenolic aldehy-
des like vanilla, vinyl and ethyl phenols with  toasted almonds, 
clove, eugenol that offers clear nuances of cinnamon.

In high toasts we continue to degrade the described aromatic 
molecules to reach the furfurals (burned bread, roasted coffees, 
intense caramel and we could even get varnish tones). This 
toasting level is only recommended for coupage, for example in 
a type of wine from which 50 barrels are made, we could evalua-
te the use of 4-5 barrels of this kind as it reduces and obscures 
its fruit.

TOASTING OF THE BARREL

Tasting and approval of the toasting



TASTING AND APPROVAL
OF THE TOASTING

Quercus Petrea/ sessillis

*120-150 degrees centigrade
** 150-190 degrees centigrade
*** 190-210 degrees centigrade
**** +210 degrees centigrade

Aromatic profile of the oak 
depending on the toast degree

0,29 0,30 0,36 0,20
27 29 38 28
98 114 149 117
10 14 24 29
9 9 14 15
197 206 319 210

0,13 0,17 0,053 0,037
0,29 0,14 0,089 0,114

Volatile phenols family  
Spicy aromas 

(measure in micrograms/litre) 

Vanilla (vanilla aroma)
Eugenol (cinnamon aroma)
Vinil 4 guaiac (clove aroma)

Metil 4 guaiac (smoked aroma)
Etil 4 guaiac (toasted bread intense aroma)
4 vinil phenol (carnation/watercolor aroma)

Lactone family 
Bakery/pastisserie

(measure in micrograms/litre)

Trans-metil lactone Lactone (coconut aroma)
Cis-metal lactone Lactone (coconut aroma)

Light*  Medium** Strong***  Very strong****

Light*  Medium** Strong***  Very strong****

Nivel de Tostado

Nivel de Tostado



Selection Video

https://youtu.be/RdXNM93f3Ic



